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THE REAL FACE OF THE HYPOCRITES
There is a type of person who pretends to pray God with great devotion when he is in public, but when he stands
alone, his mask falls down and his real face becomes apparent.
Nevertheless, with time, he abides himself to devoting and to accomplishing the divine prescription. The Holy
Quran gives a complete description of these types of people as follows:
“Verily, the hypocrites try to fool Allah; but it is Allah who fools them. When they pray, they do it with laziness,
just for show, they do not remember Allah, except very few.”
The hypocrites are never affected with their worldly pleasures and entertainment. But a believer enlightened with
the divine light recognizes easily a hypocrite as the latter always leaves a trace. As said in the Holy Quran:
“If we wished, we would have shown you their true characters. But you would recognize them by their double
tongues. Yes, indeed, Allah has put a veil over their actions.”
The believers would easily recognize the hypocrites by the way they speak and their faces betray them.
O ye Hypocrite! Do not try to imitate the believers who are endowed with intelligence and knowledge! By actions
and behaviour you are being discovered; and you cannot take the responsibilities of the world as your efforts are
useless! Listen to the Holy Quran to what it says about you: “So, We placed their work in front of them, which We
destroyed and spread to dust.”
Your work done (with hypocrisy) is of no value in the sight of Allah. Repent for your lies, and fruitless hope that
you give to people who fear you. Hasten yourself to ask forgiveness to your Lord. Show moderation in your eating
and drinking habits, in the way you dress, your wives and wealth.
Practice abstinence, moderation, and prudence; cure yourself for a better behaviour. Limit yourself to your duties,
thoughts and activities except when in extreme urgency. Turn yourself towards the Unique and True God and seek
all the goodness which pleases Him. In all work undertaken, follow the steps of your Lord and have fear and hope
only in Him.
The heart of a wise, the one who knows and who foretells, is always precautious day and night. For this type of
person, there is neither summer season nor winter season. He feels neither cold nor hot. If there is a valley for the
crude people, so there is for the precautious and the wise. Surely, they will not be on the same level. Only the wise
one will be able to seize the true meanings of thoughts.
O hypocrites! Come and join the wise ones! Leave your cunningness and lies away as they will be of no great use
for you. You pretend to be afraid of God, but in reality you are afraid of people. You say that you have only hope in
God, but in reality you build all hopes on the basis of people. Those who fear God have no grief and worry in this
world, nor did they let themselves be tormented with life after death. They are afraid of only the Just One, in whose
hand is found our actions and all creatures.
All the weak ones, the weak in faith come in crowd towards the Musli-ud-Din (the Reformer of the Religion) or the
Muhyi-ud-Din (the Reviver of Faith) so as to teach and revive the religion and to add what has been trampled to
naught. When the Lord wants goodness for His servants He would clear out your ego; if that servant succeeds in
overcoming all difficulties which he has been tested by the Lord, then he will be granted His great blessings. He
will be raised in his spiritual life; his illusion will be destroyed and replaced by a real existence.
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O children! Seek the company of the wise and pious people, take advice from them. This is the only way to
maximize the advantages of this world and the afterlife. Do not waste your time in waiting X, Y, and Z with whom
you will benefit nothing except with Allah. In the hands of man, you will benefit nothing or lose anything.
O you the sad one who lost all strength! Be patient as there is a way to come out from your grief and sorrows and to
regain the sweet taste of life. Every difficulty has its solution. The advantages which you are all wishing for in this
world and in the life after death lie in the Hands of Allah only, not with human beings as they are powerless and are
unable to satisfy your needs.
In the Holy Quran, Allah says: “O son of Adam! If you commit injustice towards someone, you will witness that
everyone will give you back the injustice; and you will be requited all your actions.”
So how can you not be deprived of the divine mercy when you yourself have been drawn away from the believers
and you made them suffer from the injustices you imposed upon them?”
Hazrat Muhammad (pbuh) said: “Domination and acting unjustly towards a believer are sins which are fifteen
times more serious than the destruction of the Ka’aba.”
O mankind! Listen well to my words: Look at your situation, how deplorable it is, as you put yourself in a dreadful
situation, you got entangled in darkness which attracts the anger of Allah.
O cruel disbelievers! How come you did not think about avoiding injustice and cruelty towards the pious people
who have full confidence in the Lord, the Just One and the Gracious?
Your case is much deplorable; think well that in some few moments you have to leave this world. We will uproot
you from your dwelling, and the swindler will take possession of all you have, or rather that you think you possess.
This is the truth. But why do you insist in your insouciance and you remain stone-hearted. Just think about death,
then you will be able to remove the hardness from the heart, visit the cemetery regularly, read the Holy Quran and
the attributes of Allah. Hazrat Muhammad (pbuh) said: “Mundane affairs and sins spoil the heart beyond our
understanding and revelations never reflect in such heart.” To polish the heart, we need to remember Allah all day
and night.
O people, seek any means which lead to Allah’s grace; Make much effort to reach to this stage; discover the
principles and how to obtain them. Allah is “Gracious” and also “All-Forgiving”; He is the only One who can
forgive. Is there anyone else who can forgive like He forgives? If He does not feel pity upon us then who else
would show pity upon us? If He does not show kindness to forgive us then, who else would have the pity to forgive
us and to erase all our sins?
He can remove all our debts difficulties in one go, who can do so besides Him? ... Apart from Allah, who can
remove all our difficulties? Who can help us, be our saviour? A clement one? A gracious one? A forgiving one?
Munir Ahmad Azim
Hazrat Amir’ul Momeneen Muhyi-ud-Din Al Khalifatullah
17 September 2008
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THE REAL FACE OF THE HYPOCRITES

INTRODUCTION
A Muslim should follow the steps of Hazrat Muhammad (pbuh). All Muslims especially the Ahmadis should study
and understand all the practices of Hazrat Muhammad (pbuh). A true Muslim should never lie or become a
hypocrite. And to avoid these two weaknesses, every Muslim should show love for the prophet (pbuh) from the
heart and soul, but not through mere words. How to show and to inculcate the love for Allah and His messenger
(pbuh) and to put into practice what our beloved prophet (pbuh) taught us? So avoid hypocrisy and lies.
A true believer should never listen to hypocrites. Allah is your Protector and He should be obeyed. Allah knows
perfectly well what is in our heart. This is why Allah sends many trials so as to purify the heart and the soul.
Hypocrites are those people who speak a lot but do not practice anything. They always draw an excuse and what
they utter with their tongues is never reflected in their hearts and they never realise that Allah knows everything
which is hidden in their heart.
THE LIES OR THE NATURE OF HYPOCRISY
Islam condemns lies. Hazrat Muhammad (pbuh) said: “The one who finds himself among these four categories is
considered as a hypocrite or he has the character of a hypocrite unless he gets rid of them.
1.
2.
3.
4.

If he breaks the trust put into him.
When he speaks lies.
He breaks his oath or pact easily having no respect for the deal.
When he pleads, he possesses a bad character.

There are various types of lies, for example, fraud, dishonesty, manipulation etc.
Satan loves lies. He creates a bad smell in the mouth of the liar. Lying destroys all good actions just like fire
consumes wood. Angels stand very far from the liars. Allah does not guide the liar but instead He gives him a
severe punishment on the Day when we all have to account in front of Him. The liar’s nose, eyes and jaws will be
torn out. A Muslim should always speak the truth in whatever situation he may fall into. Allah loves people who
speak the truth.
Lies have bad effects on the behaviour of a believer. He is finally directed towards his loss. A decrease in the fear
of Allah (Taqwa) becomes apparent and he disobeys the laws of Allah.
From a Hadith reported by Abdullah ibn Masud (May Allah be pleased with him), he said that the Messenger of
Allah (pbuh) said:
“Speak the truth as truth leads to Paradise. One should always speak the truth till Allah considers him as a Truthful
person. Beware of lies as it leads to destruction in hell. The one who continues to lie is considered by Allah to be a
great liar.”
The Muslims have been advised to keep themselves under control unless they speak what is good, as silence is
security.
“The one who believes in Allah and the Day of Judgement either he speaks the truth or he remains quiet.”
Allah does not love liars and He never guides them – on the contrary He inflicts upon them His punishment.
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DESCRIPTION OF A HYPOCRITE IN THE HOLY QURAN
Allah (twa) revealed exclusively a Chapter about the description of a hypocrite. The way the hypocrite behaves
towards the Messenger of Allah, Allah Himself revealed to His chosen servant Hazrat Muhammad (pbuh) about the
hypocrites. Allah says that “When these hypocrites come close to you, they say: “We do witness that you are the
Messenger of Allah.” Allah says that He witnesses that these hypocrites are lying. They use these oaths as a means
to make the prophet believe that they are together with him. Instead, they are making plots how to deviate people
from the right path. Why do they react like this? At the beginning they pretend to believe in the message of Allah
and the Messenger and then, they deny this truth. This is the reason they behave in this way. In the sight of Allah, it
is very bad when they behave in this way, Allah show a disgust for them, sealing their hearts. When Allah does so,
they do not understand anything.
THE MARVELLOUS BEHAVIOUR OF THE HYPOCRITES
Hypocrites always do things which marvel people. One can easily be fooled by the way they behave themselves.
Why? The way they adopt, surprise you and their words are so sweet that they seem to be true and interesting, very
interesting indeed! Allah says that they resemble like hoard of woods against the wall in a corner, and they take all
reprimands for themselves and they get angry easily. These are the hypocrites. They are your enemies. Take much
precaution with them. In no time, you are lost. They smile at you behaving lovingly and sweetly in front of you but
they scorch you to death behind your back.
They say bad words and lies about you but without knowing Allah destroys them completely.
THE HYPOCRITES CAUSED A LOT OF TROUBLES TO THE HOLY PROPHET (PBUH)
Hypocrites are those people who have gone astray and make other people follow their path. These hypocrites invent
blames and stories so as to put the prophet and his followers in big troubles. They organise all sorts of plots so that
the prophet of Allah stands alone – that all his followers abandon him to go back to their ancient religion. And they
do not want that these followers spend in the way of Allah.
Their eyes are so veiled, their ears and heart are so filled with lead and sealed in such a way that they forget
completely that Allah is the Owner of all treasures of the Heavens and the Earth, but, unfortunately these hypocrites
will never understand the work of Allah.
O Hypocrite! Do not think that you can diminish the power of Allah with the plots and plans you have hatched.
Remember that one day you will have to account in front of Allah, then He will inform you or make you aware of
what you have been plotting. Take precaution so as not to be inflicted with His punishment.
THE HYPOCRITES FEEL DISTURBED WITH THE ARRIVAL OF A MESSENGER OF GOD
They say “What is so extraordinary with him? He is just like anybody but he wants to show his superiority over us.
He eats and drinks just like we do, he has come to create disorder among us, to disturb our comfortable life.” They
say that he is an ordinary man who invents falsehood on Allah “but we will never accept all that he says, he is only
a madman, a liar and a sorcerer” etc.
THEY TAKE MESSAGES OF ALLAH AS A JOKE
Any message which is received from Allah, the hypocrites listen to them carefully then they make a mockery out of
it. Their heart also is full of entertainment and distraction. These hypocrites discuss among themselves secretly.
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They say: “Is he not like us? Does he want us to accept his magic like sorcerers in front of us? And they say: “No!
It’s impossible, he says that he receives revelation from Allah and he invents all sorts of sayings and you believe in
him. He takes all entangled and incoherent dreams to be revelations from Allah.
TURNING THEIR BACKS TO THE MESSAGE OF ALLAH
Allah says: “These people have turned their backs to My message. Surely and certainly, they will be rewarded
with a miserable life, and they will be blind till the Day of Judgement.” Furthermore, Allah says in the Holy
Quran: “They will be rewarded in this way; no doubt punishment in the future life will be severer and harsher.”
THE HYPOCRITES USE THEIR OATHS
Hypocrites use their oaths to fool each other. Their feet will slip even if they believe that they are standing firmly
and they will taste an awful drink because they have deviated people from the right path; the path leading to Allah.
And take much precaution not to bargain with the pact you’ve made with Allah, so as to be honoured in the sight of
creatures. They do recognise favours of Allah but they refuse to accept. This is the role of a hypocrite.
HYPOCRITES VOICE OUT ON THE MIMBAR AND IN EVERY CORNER
Hypocrites say: “These people (those who fear Allah) will fast till they decompose, they will stand in Namaz and
prostrate till their nose and forehead will be used up, and Allah will never accept their prayers and supplications
(duahs) and they will be burnt into the fire of Hell.”
These hypocrites believe that they are the Creator of the universe, as if our food, drink, honour lie in their hands,
and they furthermore, say:
“If your child makes friend with a Tamil child, he will learn how to hold a Cavadee and whenever you see them
(the chosen servants of Allah), keep them aloof.”
This is the true language used by a hypocrite. They themselves use vulgar language and then they roll their tongues
and say that the messenger of Allah uses vulgar language!
Allah does not lose time with these hypocrites. See the situation of their children who are supposed to have
dedicated themselves in the way of Allah. Now, on which path will they lead people? Will they guide people in the
path of Allah or in the other path…? The hypocrites believe that they have to stand very far from the true believers
but Allah (swt) make the true believers to stand far away from them (so-called Mullahs of this era). With the help of
invocations and supplications (duahs) of the Humble Servant of Allah they used to draw closer to him to read the
texts received from Allah – Today they have turned their backs to all signs and divine manifestations because of
Chirk, whereby they are giving importance to creatures more than Allah. This Chirk is wrapped in their mind and I,
the Messenger of Allah, say that Allah is never in a hurry with them. He is giving them enough time to repent;
otherwise, they will fall like a rotten pawpaw which will give off bad smell and attract mosquitoes.
If Allah wanted to seize the hypocrites for the wrong they did, He would not let one of them alive in this world, but
He gives them a delay, enough time, till the time comes whereby – they will neither be able to advance the time nor
retard it. A hypocrite is just like a dog. If you attack it, it will take out its tongue. If you leave it alone and quiet, it
will do the same, that is, take out its tongue. This is an example of how Allah has qualified a hypocrite who has
rejected the manifestations of Allah. Allah mentioned in the Holy Quran that He would bring them to their
destruction gradually without them realising what is happening to them. When Allah grants His favours to the
hypocrites, the latter turn their backs and stay far away from Him, but when evil touches them, they despair.
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HYPOCRITES BRING FORWARD THEIR DISPUTES BEFORE THEIR IDOLS
Since the creation of the universe, the hypocrites were never satisfied with favours and blessings of Allah for
humanity. So they turned their backs against these blessings and favours. Allah granted all the basic necessities of
life at the disposal of man without his least efforts, but very few recognised these favours and showed their
gratefulness towards Allah and His messages which He sends regularly through His messengers. Hypocrites are
only good at making a show of them as if they are very sweet and smart people. They always pretend to have a
smile showing their big teeth which they use to pierce and bite the true believers, and to suck their blood and when
you look at them, by the way they speak, their behaviour, you will never recognise that they are the worst creatures
of this world.
In many verses of the Holy Quran, Allah (swt) gives instructions and it is certainly a very important message; that
idols should be rejected, for they are powerless and even they are unable to create a fly’s leg. But alas! Their heart
is dark, burnt as said the Holy Prophet (pbuh) that jealousy is like fire consuming dry wood. They are not sincere
people; they laugh and speak to you but deep inside their heart, there is jealousy manifesting and their heart has
been darkened and they fall into complete darkness just like a black ant on a black stone in the darkness; and they
turn out to be devilish. They spy on others; create doubts, gossiping behind their backs, inventing falsehood and
lies, putting false accusations on you while they behave like the best persons of this world. They behave in such a
way that you think that they believe in the messages of Allah which are coming down through His messenger and
through messengers (on them be peace) who came before and they discuss about these messages.
Finally they bring these messages in front of their idols to be judged. Yet, these messages come from Allah
Himself, that they should reject idol worshipping. But the heart has been sealed and is darkened, and Satan takes
hold of it and manifests himself through it, that is spitting fire to divert people from the path of Allah.
WHEN GIVING THEM THE MESSAGE OF ALLAH
When the messenger of Allah and the true believers approach them to give them the messages of Allah, the
hypocrites turn away their faces with hatred. But when they face hardship or are in any kind of trouble, then they
would approach the believers to ask them or tell the messenger of Allah “to pray for us”, and they swear in the
name of Allah and take Allah as their witness and say: “that we have good intention to do good and to reconcile”.
For these types of people Allah says in Surah An-Nisah, that only He (Allah) knows what is in the heart of these
types of people.
So this is why Allah says in the Holy Quran that hypocrites should be avoided, but from time to time, it is necessary
to give them only advices and words that can touch their heart so that they can repent. They are people who have
harmed their own soul, they are faithless, and Allah is the only witness to say that they have no faith at all. Allah
says in the Holy Quran: “Rabbika laa yuminuuna” – Allah is the Witness.
A GOOD FORTUNE HAPPENS TO THEM
When the hypocrites receive a good fortune they say: “This comes from Allah”. But if a misfortune befalls upon
them, they cry out that the messenger of Allah is responsible for it and they attack him and say: “What has
happened to us, come from you only” but Allah protects His Envoy – Allah says: “Don’t blame My messenger. All
that happened to you comes from Allah”. Allah says that “they are people who do not understand anything; that
misfortune which befell upon you comes from your own mistakes. They are these types of people who discuss at
night about things which Allah and His Messenger had never said and they go door to door to propagate news
which is inexistent.”
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Allah says in the Holy Quran: “Wallaahu yak-tubu maa yubayyituun”. Here Allah wants to make us understand
that He (Allah) has noted down every word they spoke at night (in the dark) and all the actions they had done to
deviate people from the right path which leads Allah.
Allah instructs His messenger “Leave them, do not stay in their company”. In Surah An-Nisah, Allah describes
another type of hypocrites.
Allah says that there are hypocrites who will seek confidence in both companies: believers and unbelievers.
They do not know where they are – They are at a loss. They do not find themselves in any community.
HYPOCRITES WANT TO DECEIVE ALLAH
Hypocrites want to deceive Allah also. What type of people they are? They are completely ignorant people. They
can never deceive Allah (swt); instead, Allah will return them back their deception. Allah speaks about the
hypocrites in the Holy Quran: ‘Innal munaafiqiina fid-darkil asfli minan-naar : wa lan tajida lahum nasiiraa.’
Hypocrites will dwell in the most blazing fire of Hell. No help can be sought for them. In another verse of the Holy
Quran, Allah says: “They refused to believe, they rejected Our message and prevented others from following
Allah’s path”, Allah says:
“Ulaaa’ika Ashaabul Jahiim” – They will be the dwellers of the blazing fire of Hell.
THE MOVEMENT AND PROSPERITY OF THE HYPOCRITES
They try to fool the sincere believers, but they do not realise that their entertainment is very short.
Hypocrites are jealous people with bad thoughts. They are jealous when Allah gives more to the others – They are
very jealous like fire consuming dry wood.
When they become jealous, they say: “We are purer than them.” But Allah says in the Holy Quran:
“Have you noted those who take themselves to be pure?” (Ch.4 V.50)
Allah wants to say: “It is I who purify whom I want; and they are jealous of those whom I (Allah) bestowed My
blessings upon and then, because of their jealousy, they say all sorts of stupid words against those people upon
whom Allah has bestowed His favours.”

In the Holy Quran (Ch.4 V.62-63) Allah says: “When they are told, “Come to what Allah has revealed, and to the
messenger,” you see the hypocrites shunning you completely (with hatred).” And when a misfortune befalls them
because of their evil actions done before, they come forward and swear: “Allah is our witness; our only intention is
to do good and to reconcile.”
Allah says: “Ulaaa’ ikallaziina ya’ lamullaahu maa fii quluubihiim fa’ariz anhum” – Allah knows better what is
in their heart (that is, the hypocrites).
Hypocrites must be avoided, and when they come towards you, tell them words which can have a strong effect in
their heart. When hypocrites are in the company of the Prophet of Allah and the true believers, they always show
obedience but when they leave, they discuss about things which have never been said. Allah says: “Wallaahu
yaqtubu maa yubayyitum” – I note down all what is said during the night, that is, in secret.
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Then Allah says: “Fa ariz anhum” – Leave them!
The hypocrites even say: “Do not speak with them, boycott them and do not salute them.”
Yet, it is said in the Holy Quran in Ch.4 An-Nisah V.86: “When people greet you, you shall respond with a better
greeting or at least an equal one.”
Analyse and study this verse well. Allah has not addressed to the believers (Muslims) only to salute others, or to
reply them with a more beautiful salutation or to give the same! No! Allah has mentioned “when PEOPLE”.
Salutation is addressed to all people, whatever his belief or religion!
Hypocrites are people who want to control the mind and heart of everyone. They give instructions to the weak ones
not to salute the believers or they choose whom to salute or not.
These weak persons are obeying the instructions of the hypocrites as if they are their gods. Allah has returned them
back to their hypocrisy.
What Allah ordains to be done, they do not obey! What hypocrites ordain them to do, to that, they will show
complete obedience! So they are afraid of the hypocrites more than Allah, the Creator of the Universe.
WHAT ARE THE DUTIES OF THE HYPOCRITES?
The duties of a hypocrite are similar to that of a disbeliever – not the least difference. They want the believer to lose
faith in Allah just like them. They try to hide their sins and defects behind people, so as they may appear to be
smart and nice, but they won’t be able to hide their sins from Allah.
Allah is All-Aware. He knows the innermost secrets of the heart, and also what is done publicly.
ANOTHER TYPE OF HYPOCRITES
Allah states clearly in the Holy Quran concerning another type of hypocrite:He addressed the believers as such: “The other type of hypocrite seeks to obtain your trust and the other
community’s trust. But when each time that something instigates them to revolt, they return to their revolt. If they
do not leave you alone and make peace with you and do not raise their hands upon you”, you must keep your
distance with them and avoid giving them importance (treating them with indifference). If they continue to harass
you, then fight against them.
So these types of hypocrites will decide whether we are Muslims or not, with whom to bid “Salaam” or not; or to
answer to Salaam by only “Alaikum” or “Walaïk”.
Where have the teachings of Allah (the Holy Quran) gone? And it is those kind of people (the hypocrites) who are
saying that it is them who the true Muslims. On the contrary, it is them who have trampled under their feet the
teachings of Allah. What will they say to justify themselves in front of Allah? I, the Khalifatullah, am not here to
judge the Imaan (faith) of others. But it is Allah who is the best of all Judges, and He is the Best Knower about the
faith of His creatures. It is neither me, nor anyone else in this universe who can judge the faith of people!
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WHO TO FOLLOW? ALLAH OR HYPOCRITES?
In Ch.4 Surah An-Nisah V.95:
“Wa laa taquuluu liman alqaaa ilay’kumus Salaama lasta Mumi’naa” – “Do not say to one who offers you the
salutation of peace, “You are not a believer”
So it is these kinds of people who are forever ready to judge the faith of others, to say who and who is Muslim or
not. Our master Hazrat Muhammad (pbuh) did not even at all obtain the license to judge the faith of anyone. But
you, O foolish hypocrites, who has gifted you such a license to judge the faith of others, when you, yourself do not
know the degree of your own faith?
No man in this world can say with full confidence that he has hundred percent (complete) faith. Only Allah, the best
of all Judges, knows each one’s faith. In the Holy Quran, Allah says: “Say that you have accepted Islam, but do not
say that you have faith.”
DO NOT PLEAD FOR THE HYPOCRITES
In Surah An-Nisah V.106-109, Allah explains clearly: “Do not plead for the traitors (hypocrites), do not plead for
those who have caused great destruction to their own soul.” And Allah says: “this kind of traitors (hypocrites) who
have betrayed and transgressed, Allah Himself detests them.” And Allah adds more: “These hypocrites try to hide
their sins from people, but they are unable to hide their sins from Allah. When they discuss in the night, they use
such words which are hateful in the sight of Allah.” Allah continues to say in the next verse: “These types of people
will have no one to plead or to take care of them on the Day of Judgement.”
Hypocrites are sinful persons who then send these blames on innocent people. Allah says in the Holy Quran (Ch.4
V.113)
“He (the hypocrite) will, surely, carry these false allegations and sins along with him.”
The hypocrites do not have any good in their secret conversation. They are the ones who are always oppositing the
prophet of Allah and the believers after they have been well-explained and showed the right path. Allah says for
these types of people; that is, the hypocrites: “We will leave them on the track (path) they have chosen for
themselves.”
One who takes hypocrites as his friends instead of pious people; it is clear that he has made a great loss in his life.
Hypocrites make big promises, yielding false hopes – It is only to fool people.
They make-believe that they have faith, then they reject this faith, then, they make themselves once more to be
faithful, to at last reject it completely. This increase their infidelity and hypocrisy all the more. And Allah says:
“Bashir’il Munaafikuuna bi’ anna lahum azaaban aleema” – Inform the hypocrites that they will be inflicted
with a severe punishment.
The hypocrites try to fool Allah, but He is the Almighty – He hangs their foolishness to their own necks. And they
are at a loss, they do not know which group should they follow, this one or that one? To be on the safe side,
according to them, they prefer not to be in any group. This is how Allah let them go astray. They cannot see the
right path.
O ye the Faithful! Do not take hypocrites as your friends and do not pay much attention to his sayings, otherwise,
you also will become same as them or worse. Instead of shaking hands with them, it is preferable to make friends
with the righteous (pious people).
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THE EVIL TALKS OF THE HYPOCRITES IN PUBLIC
It is the hypocrites who will go everywhere, in any assembly to attract the attention of everybody so as to speak out
in public venomous words against the prophet and the true believers.
They feel glorious and heroic when speaking in public and especially their pride and joy intensify when the non
God-fearing people laugh heartily and applaud them.
And at the same time, they seize this golden opportunity to sow hatred and division in the heart of these people.
Allah has revealed me the following at the time that I was writing this booklet:
“Ulaaa’ika humul munaafiquuna haqqa : wa’a tadnaa lil munaafiquuna azaabam muhiinaa”
They are true hypocrites; we have prepared for them a severe punishment to abase (humiliate) them.

REVELATION ABOUT THE HYPOCRITES
(Monday 15 September 2008 after Zohr at 2 p.m – In the Month of Ramadhan)
Yâ Khalifatullah, Wallaahu Yuhibbul Muttahhireen.
O Khalifatullah, Allah loves people who purify themselves.
You are the first among the believers who have accepted the proclamation of the Khalifatullah and you find
yourselves in the Jamaat Ul Sahih Al Islam. If you have succeeded in finding yourselves in this Jamaat, this is
because of your good actions and your sincerity towards Allah and His revelations. Do not become hypocrites.
Allah does not like such people. Hypocrites are stubborn in their hypocrisy. O Muhyi-ud-Din Khalifatullah! You –
You don’t know them, but We, We know them very well. We will inflict upon them double punishment, then they
will come back to Me for another more severe punishment.
It’s impossible that Allah misguides people after having making them witnessed all kinds of signs and
manifestations and after having given them a lot of signs to prove your veracity. And afterwards Allah has guided
them so that they could understand all forbidden actions. Remember well: “Innallaaha bikulli Shay-in Alim” –
And Allah is All-Aware.
O those who are listening to this revelation! If you really have complete sincerity and pure faith in Allah and His
humble servant, so stand up and fight against the hypocrites around you, and let them see how firm and steadfast
you are. When a message comes from Me (Allah) the hypocrites make fun of and mock at My message. They say:
“Had anybody’s faith increased by this message?” You see these hypocrites have a disease in their heart. And
the disease make the dirt in them becomes dirtier. Each of them looks at one another and they all burst into
laughter, while turning their backs. Allah says: “Tell them:
“Laahu quluu bahum bi ‘an nahum qawmullaa yaf’qahuun”
Allah twists their hearts because they do not understand.
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Yet, among them: “jaaa-akum Rasuulum min anfu-sikum” – A messenger has come, a person like them.
Hypocrites always look forward to fool Allah and the faithful, but in fact, they are fooling themselves, without
realizing about the consequences and disease which continue to increase in their heart.
When they meet the faithful, they say: “We also are faithful” but when they are alone with their friends, they say:
“We were just joking.” They say among themselves: “Do you believe that we will believe like these foolish
believers?”
Allah says: “Tell them: “Alaaa innahum humus Sufahaaa’u walakillaa ya’lamuun” – They themselves are the
foolish ones but they do not realize. These hypocrites do not realize that they are, in fact, mocking at Allah. Leave
them in their jokes, their fun. They would turn round at a loss and they do not realize that they have left the right
path to hold the wrong one.
There was a light around them but they did not know value of that light. Hypocrisy began to take place in their
heart and gradually brought them far away from that light which was among them. Allah (swt) removed that light
from them and left them in darkness, so that they would never see again unless they repent sincerely with Allah
(swt).
Hypocrites are very stubborn in their discussion. When they turn their backs to Allah and His messenger, they
immediately create disorder among the people who are listening to the message of Allah (the true believers)
through His prophet. They would use any means to deviate them and to calumniate the prophet of Allah so as to
make them to have disgust for him. These are hypocrites! They want to destroy what Allah and His prophet have
sowed.
“Wallaahu laa yuhibbul fasaad” – But these mischief do not cause any wrong to Allah. When you follow the
instructions of Allah to lead a pious life, we notice that arrogance arose within them as they have been attached to
the entertainment and luxuries of this world. And they mock at the believers who have given their life to Allah, but
the hypocrites rebuke all sorts of mockeries and jokes, thus, humiliating and discarding them. They thought that
Allah (swt) should have to ask them permission first before He raised His chosen One with honour.
Allah says: “Wallaahu yarzuqu mayy yashaaa’u bi’gayri hisaab” – Allah honours whom He likes, without
accounting to anyone.
Hypocrites are those who are attracted by their desires where they can take full control over everything. When they
enter (the mosque), everyone sitting has to stand up and salute Mr. Hypocrite, the worldly king of the hypocrites.
And they always wish that power lies always in their hands. But they ignore that their work is useless and fruitless
both in this world and in the afterlife.
Despite Allah has given them all the blessings and favours, signs, and proofs of His manifestation, but
unfortunately they cause division and disputes as if they know everything and as if they are always right.
These people will always face dishonour wherever they go. They have attracted the wrath of Allah upon them and
they face many miseries because they have rejected the signs of Allah and ridiculed the prophet of Allah. By their
misbehaviours, neither their wealth nor their children will save them. They are causing lots of troubles to their own
soul.
Hypocrites are corrupters. They wish that which causes you trouble. Their hatred is shown on their mouth but what
is in their heart is bitterer.
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If a good fortune comes upon you, they are not happy; they bite their nails with their teeth, biting the tip of their
fingers with anger against you. And they are deeply affected. But if a misfortune happens upon you, they are elated
with great joy. They are people of no intellect. For all people in this world, Allah (swt) makes them go through
good fortune and also through misfortune, each one his turn. Likewise Allah says in the Holy Quran:
“Wa tilka ayyaamu nudaa wiluhaa baynan-naas”
These kinds of days are sometimes good and sometimes bad. We give people according to their turn.
CONCLUSION
The one who receives dishonour from Allah, no one in this world, can honour him. Allah does whatever He wants.
“We reciting our verses to the hypocrites, as proofs, it is easily seen on their faces who are those who reject faith,
and that they are saying “no” (to these messages). They are ready to attack the one who is reciting Allah’s verses to
them.
Allah says in the Holy Quran:
“Wa a-da-hallaa-hullaziina kafarun, wa bisal masiir” – Allah has promised them Fire of Hell – What a dreadful
dwelling!
‘Maa qadarullaaha haqqa qadrih : innallaaha la qawiyyun Aziz’ – They do not value the Might of Allah as
required. Verily, Allah is Powerful and Almighty.
By the immense grace of Allah, the All-Powerful
Hazrat Amirul Momeneen Muhyi-ud-Din Al-Khalifatullah
Munir Ahmad Azim
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